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2013 ERIC HOFFER BOOK AWARD WINNER Raising a kid is a difficult job.s type 1 diabetes in a
discussion board that is intimate, informative, and inspirational.Leighann Calentine’s experiences with her
girl’ Leighann shares her family members’s D-Mom Blog page is an invaluable resource for parents and
caregivers of kids with diabetes. Raising a child with a chronic illness such as diabetes could be a difficult
job with a side purchase of special challenges.s advice to help parents and caregivers enable children with
diabetes to thrive.In a style both practical and affirming, Kids First, Diabetes Second presents Leighann’
Learn how to automate duties, navigate difficulties, celebrate achievements, set up a support group,
reduce stress, and steer clear of being consumed by administration of the condition, while concentrating
on what’s most important: raising a content, healthy child.
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Kids Initial Diabetes Second is an excellent book filled with great tips, suggestions and advice for newly
diagnosed groups of children with T1D (Type 1 Diabetes). Allow them consume cake and ice cream,
too.Yes! Very good information at a scary time in our lives. The author shares her personal story about
her daughter's analysis so when a fellow D-Mother, her words, feelings and responses mirrored my own
throughout the publication. What I loved about this book is that it's real. It is a book written by a Mother's
journey/life experience from before diagnosis to present day. The publication was also enjoyable to read
since it featured tales from other D-Mothers, D-Dads and friends of the writer with Type 1 Diabetes. It
reads just like a friend letting you know her experiences. It truly will. Written holistically, anticipating all
manner of occasions which diabetes impacts. The author also provides a superb showcase of resources
that any mother or father or caregiver will value. I found this volume to be very useful! This book should
be recommended to all groups of children newly diagnosed..! thanks thank you Five Stars Great book
with excellent explanations!. Kudos to the writer for writing a much needed book for families of kids with
T1D!. Assets include information about books, websites for advocating,organizations, school resources
(504 programs), travel information specifically for airline travel, snack ideas, carb counts and an
exceptionally valuable carb factors of common foods plus much more. I experienced to obtain a
highlighter to keep beside me as I examine, because there have been so many great guidelines, and assets
that I wanted to talk about with my husband! A Great Place to begin This book is a superb comfort to
those with a child newly identified as having type 1 diabetes. I read this book several months after my
child was diagnosed and there have been some things I already knew, but a lot of things I had not really
thought of or that we had not encountered yet. The thing that is perfectly very clear is that despite the
anxiety, sense of helplessness and becoming overwhelmed originally, managing this chronic condition
does become less difficult.. We are a set of grandparents now raising our 11-year-old grandson who has
T1d. I recommend it for grandparents who will be helping in the treatment of a grandchild, or anyone
who wants insight in to coping with type 1 diabetes... I have a teen therefore not very relevant.it truly was
that much comfort to learn. This publication is a valuable resource for recently diagnosed families but also
for families that have been effectively managing their child's care for awhile.and that is exactly the
comfort and ease that a parent needs making use of their child's medical diagnosis. I wish this reserve was
available when my child was diagnosed with type 1 back in 2008. Great book that tell us everything was
going to be okay when our youthful grandson was first diagnosed with type 1 diabetes. The book touched
on every dread and feeling we had as told by way of a mom who had been there. Gave us convenience to
know we weren't alone in our emotions and what we could expect. Very informational. Understand Child
Hood Diabetes My grandson was diagnosed at 6 years old with type one diabetes. This reserve assists the
adult to take care of the child as a child and not as a child as a disease. It really is fantastic and I would
suggest it to any lay one who has a child or grandchild that is newly diagnosed with type one diabetes
and you are trying hard to understand it. This is an excellent book. Hard to keep in mind KID first
sometimes when .. When I finished reading it I got the urge to carefully turn back to the first page and
start again. This is a great book. Hard to keep in mind KID first sometimes when you are the caretaker
and need to keep child safe. However this publication reminds you how important that can be. Reduces
Learning Curve Great deal of information for those getting acquainted with the T1 lifestyle. Bad for teens
For younger kids only. Helps reduce the learning curve in my opinion. Very informative, consumer
friendly advice. A very informative book compiled by a mother who recalls her firsthand experience. This
is my 4th year helping my child manage his T1D and checking blood sugars multiples times a day and
acquiring insulin is as automatic as brushing your tooth. Very best for first-time caregivers and kids
affected. because there were so many great tips, and resources that I needed to share . Five Stars Great
info and ideas to help you away on this journey! Five Stars Great go through for newly diagnosed
diabetics! Gives some great ideas and perspectives from a caretaker that is there and done that..
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